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tacker sets up fake accounts and lets the victim discover and
contact the fake account. The emergence of SocialBot Networks, as suggested by Boshmaf et al. [3], further compounds
these problems.
Although at a first glance Public Key Infrastructures (PKI)
and Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) appear to enable users to
link an online identity to an individual, these approaches
have significant shortcomings. Despite the long existence
of Certification Authorities (CAs), few users have personal
certificates, which are cumbersome to obtain [10, 13]. Moreover, CAs are a single point of failure and have recently
suffered from several attacks [12]. Unlike PKIs, PGP is a
distributed approach based on the notion of “Web of Trust”
enabling identity certification [42]. Besides the shortcomings we discuss in the related work section, PGP chains of
trust are often unwieldy and offer limited security.
Personal recommendation systems may appear to address
these issues, where a user would digitally sign a statement
such as: “I trust that public key KA really belongs to Alice, and I trust Alice to correctly validate other users.” In
the context of PGP, users could specify how much they trust
others to assist validation of a chain of trust. Unfortunately,
this approach suffers from scaling issues in terms of the effort
required since users have to explicitly provide recommendations. Furthermore, this approach suffers from the distrust
revelation problem, defined by Kim et al. [24], where a polite
or conflict-averse user does not want to publicly admit distrusting another individual, and thus specifies the untrusted
user as trusted. Avoiding the distrust revelation problem is
a core challenge we aim to address.
Our goal is to study approaches that enable users to authenticate online entities in a manner that is robust against
impersonation. We seek an approach that empowers the
innate human ability to form trust by associating physical
world information to virtual entities. An interesting research challenge then is to study what physical world in-

Users experience a crisis of confidence for online activities
in the current Internet. Unfortunately, the symptom of this
crisis of confidence manifests itself through online attacks,
where adversaries con users to extract money or valuable
sensitive information. Instead of addressing the symptom,
we investigate how to address the underlying cause, which is
that the absence of humanly verifiable information for online
entities prevents user authentication.
As an initial step in this endeavor, we consider the specific problem of how users can securely authenticate online
identities (e.g., associate a Facebook ID with its owner).
Based on prior social science research demonstrating that
the strength of social ties is a useful indicator of trust in
many real-world relationships, we explore how tie strength
can be visualized using well-defined and measurable parameters. We then apply the visualization in the context of
online friend invitations and propose a protocol for secure
online identity authentication. We analyze the robustness
of the protocol against adversaries who attempt to establish
fraudulent online identities, and evaluate the usability in an
actual implementation on a popular online social network
(i.e., Facebook). We find that a tie-strength visualization is
a useful primitive for online identity authentication.

1. Introduction
Many social interactions in the real world are based on
various types of trust relations derived from strong social
ties1 [18, 26, 27, 31]. For example, accepting an invitation
from a stranger to a social event where personal or professional information may be revealed often relies on a good
friend’s or family member’s knowledge of the inviter and assessment of his or her discretion. Similarly, a stranger’s identity is typically taken for granted by most individuals whenever the stranger is introduced by a long-standing friend,
family member, or professional colleague.
As social interactions migrate from the physical to the online world, current systems do not provide many cues upon
which users can base the identity authentication. For example, consider Facebook: how can a user be certain that
a Facebook invitation is really from the claimed individual?
As anyone can trivially set up a Facebook page with someone else’s photo, Facebook provides almost no help in ensuring correspondence between the online and physical identity [1,2,19], even fooling security-conscious individuals [33].
Furthermore, Irani et al. [23] recently propose reverse social
engineering attacks in online social networks, where the at-
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Figure 1: Our approach for online identity authentication. In an
OSN friend invitation, Alice confirms David’s invitation based on
a RelationGram – a visual evidence of Bob’s and David’s tie
strength.

1
Tie strength is the technical term that refers to the closeness,
social proximity, or propinquity of two individuals.
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formal sanctions (e.g., loss of respect from family, relatives,
friends, and colleagues) and shame (e.g., loss of self-esteem
and feeling of guilt) for B. Preliminary evidence shows that
social accountability has a much stronger deterrence effect
than formal/legal punishment [21]. Furthermore, B has no
strong incentives to intentionally harm A, but rather, B’s
correct authentication of IDD can boost his friendship with
A; when A learns that B correctly authenticated IDD , A
trusts B to a greater extent to carefully validate the identities of others. We stress that this is a considerably limited
form of trust.
Tie strength measures the social distance between two individuals, with respect to kinship, interactions, workplace,
etc. More specifically, we define tie strength as follows: a
strong tie from user D to user B is given through evidence
of close social distance and endorsement by B of D. In particular, the evidence we consider in this paper consists of
communication frequency, recency and reciprocity of communication, and length of relationship. In the online world,
our evidence is at least as strong as that commonly used in
social sciences for measuring strength of ties in the physical
world [16] (see Section 3.1). With the existence of at least 1
socially-accountable endorser, our system provides the evidence of social distance through a simple visualization that
is endorsed in the form of a digital signature.
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Figure 2: Our proposed online identity authentication model.
User A authenticates an online identity of user D given user B’s
social accountability to A and the indication of tie strength between B and D, which, by definition, is satisfied given evidence of
tie strength (visualization) along with its endorsement (signature).
formation can be reliably captured and communicated to
provide relevant information for assisting user decisions, to
enable robust authentication of online entities, to avoid disclosure of sensitive private user information, and to enable
easy-to use and intuitive operation.
As an initial step in this research direction, we study how
to enable users to authenticate Online Social Network (OSN)
invitations to ensure that an invitation from an online individual is indeed tied to the correct physical person. Our
key idea is to derive tie strength between inviters and their
mutual friends to represent real-world physical interactions,
and provide it as evidence to empower users to authenticate
online identities. More specifically, prior research indicates
that in practice, tie strength can be represented using simple proxies such as frequency, reciprocity, and recency of
communication, which we believe can be feasibly acquired
by smartphones using call logs, emails, OSN comments, etc.
Based on the simple proxies, we propose a RelationGram – a
visualization of tie strength between an inviter and the invitee’s friend(s) from which the invitee can easily understand
the degree to which her friends know the inviter before she
makes her own context-dependent decisions.
We specifically examine OSNs in this paper. However,
we believe that our techniques are generalizable to other
situations, including:

2.2

Scenario

Armed with the above concepts, we now describe the steps
that Alice takes to authenticate David’s online identity as
shown in Figures 1 and 2. First, Alice personally knows
Bob, and some level of social accountability exists between
them. Second, David has sent a friend invitation to Alice
and claims that Bob is a mutual friend. Before accepting
the invitation, Alice wants to validate that Bob has a strong
tie with David. Thanks to the RelationGram, visualizing
tie strength between Bob and David, along with Bob’s digital signature of the visualization and David’s public key,
Alice gains evidence and endorsement implying the strong
tie. Hence, the combination of Bob’s social accountability
to Alice and the strong tie between Bob and David results
in Alice authenticating David’s online identity.2

• Business deals: recruiters can leverage a RelationGram to
interview someone whom their friends know and to evaluate the level of accountability.
• Car sharing: a car owner can use a RelationGram to check
if his friends have prior relationships with new candidates
(and how strong their relationships are).

2.3

Desired Properties

Our goal in this paper is to help users correctly authenticate online identities using endorsed visualizations of social
tie strength. A challenge then is to accurately capture aspects of tie strength among OSN users and visually represent
it to convey social proximity to other OSN users. Properties
for our approach include:
Relevance with respect to social parameters. Every individual is unique and has different criteria in judging
social distance. Hence, it is important to carefully select
relevant parameters which accurately convey tie strength.
Robustness. Tie strength represented using social parameters must be robust against active attackers who attempt
to claim close social proximity to others. Also, tie strength
must be difficult to inflate due to social pressure, which Kim
et al. [24] refer to as the distrust revelation problem, because
users do not want to publicly admit that they do not trust
another user.
Privacy preservation. Tie strength must be presented
while protecting OSN users’ privacy. In essence, it is de-

2. Problem Statement
In this section, we describe the online identity authentication model, and state the desired properties as well as the
adversary model that we address in this paper.

2.1 Online Identity Authentication Model
In this paper, we utilize notions such as social accountability, tie strength, and identity authentication as Figure 2
depicts. Ultimately, our goal is to achieve identity authentication, i.e., correctly associate an online identity IDD (along
with its public key KD ) to its physical entity D.
Social accountability is a concept where people hold responsibilities for their actions as governed by social norms.
For example, friends are socially accountable for their actions with other friends, and so do families and colleagues.
In this paper, we utilize social accountability in the following
manner: user A holds user B accountable for his actions such
that B does not deceive A by creating or certifying bogus
online identities. If B signs a bogus identity, the signature
provides a non-repudiable statement, which may result in in-

2
As we will discuss in Section 5.1, little effort is required from Bob
as the process can be automated.
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Figure 3: An example of a trust graph. David wants to be Alice’s
online friend, and Bob and Carol are their mutual friends.
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sirable that the visualization does not leak users’ sensitive
personal information. However, the approaches to represent
social ties must be non-subjective such that users can derive
fair, unbiased trust relations.
Usability. It is crucial that OSN users can correctly interpret the visualization of relevant social parameters and
understand social tie strength without difficulties.
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Figure 4: An example tie-strength visualization from a trust
graph.
creases accountability by adding a significant degree of moral
responsibility to reporting a valid identity.
To explain the context of an online friend invitation, we
consider the scenario of David who wants to be Alice’s online
friend. David has already established close social proximity
with Alice’s trusted friends. In this scenario, rather than
verifying any evidence provided by David (since Alice has
not met David in person), we want to help Alice make a
decision based on evidence provided by her mutual friends
who are socially accountable to Alice. In Figure 3, these
mutual friends would be Bob and Carol.
Using this scenario, Figure 4 depicts a RelationGram, a
visualization from which Alice can deduce appropriate social relationships between David and her friends, Bob and
Carol. In this RelationGram, the x-axis represents a logarithmic timeline which captures the length of David’s social
relationships with Bob and Carol with an emphasis on recent communication. The y-axis represents the frequency of
communication.
We define the frequency of communication between users
Ui and Uj at a given time window τ as Eq. 1. We assume
multiple types of communication (e.g., phone calls, emails,
OSN comments), and ck (Ui , Uj , τ ) returns the number of
interactions for communication type k. wk is the weight
of type k, which depends on the importance/intimacy of
the communication (e.g., phone calls are considered as more
intimate than OSN comments with public visibility), and
which converts different units of communication (minutes
spent on a phone call vs. length of an email) to a unit of
time (e.g., by estimating the amount of time spent on online
communications).
P
k wk × ck (Ui , Uj , τ )
(1)
F (Ui , Uj , τ ) =
τ
Hence, the frequency of communication between users Ui
and Uj at τ is F (Ui , Uj , τ ) +F (Uj , Ui , τ ).
Note that we depict a normalized average line A(Ui ) of
the communication frequency, representing the normalized
average frequency of communication between Bob and all
his other friends. The same line also represents the average
frequency of communication between Carol and all her other
friends. Based on this average frequency, Alice can distinguish how frequently her own friends (Bob and Carol) interact with David compared to their other friends such that
Alice can evaluate their tie strengths in a fair and unbiased
manner. The average frequency A of user Ui is defined as
Eq. 2. Let T be a set containing every time window τ , and
R(Ui ) be a set of Ui ’s friends. When F (Ui , Uj , τ ) is defined
as Eq. 1, the average frequency of communication, A(Ui ),
for Ui ’s friends Ux (where Ux ∈ R(Ui ) and x 6= i) in one

2.4 Adversary Model and Assumptions
We consider an adversary whose goal is to manipulate social parameters for measuring tie strength (i.e., such that he
can claim to have a strong tie to a victim’s friend). When
the adversary deceives the victim who accepts the friend
invitation, he can successfully gather sensitive personal information of the victim and possibly her friends.
We assume that trusted friends of a user do not misbehave
due to their social accountability. Furthermore, we consider
an attacker who compromises a user’s account to be orthogonal to the issues we address in this paper.

3. Interpersonal Tie Strength Visualization
In this section, we discuss prior studies from the field of
social science that suggest both theoretical and practical parameters to depict social proximity. We then explore how
the parameters can be visualized while satisfying the desired
properties discussed in Section 2.3.

3.1 Background: Social Science Research
The parameters for tie strength have been studied by social science researchers. Theoretical studies suggest at least
seven parameters as follows [16]: amount of time spent together [18, 26], intimacy [18] or affection [26], emotional intensity [18], reciprocal services/interaction [18, 26], structural factors (e.g., network topology and informal social circles) [6], emotional support (e.g., offering advice on family problems) [40], and social distance (e.g., socioeconomical
status, education level, political affiliation, race and gender,
etc.) [29]. Among multiple dimensions, Gilbert and Karahalios show that the following four relatively simple proxies
are sufficient for determining tie strength in practice [16]:
communication reciprocity [14, 18, 26], existence of at least
one mutual friend [35], recency of communication [28], and
interaction frequency [17, 18].

3.2 Visualization of Tie Strength
In this section, we formulate the details of visualizing tie
strength with the following practical parameters as mentioned above: communication reciprocity, existence of at
least one mutual friend, recency of communication, and interaction frequency. According to Shneiderman, disclosing
patterns of past performance and providing rich feedback
about content are best practices for increasing trust online [36]. Based on this suggestion, we use length of the
relationship as an additional parameter. In particular, long
relationships are a valuable strength indicator, since it in3

time window can be calculated as follows:
P
P
τ ∈T
Ux ∈R(Ui ) F (Ui , Ux , τ ) + F (Ux , Ui , τ )
(2)
A(Ui ) =
|T | · |R(Ui )|

to clearly see anyone’s graph. We suggest that the system
picks a few of Alice’s best friends (i.e., socially accountable
friends whom Alice has authenticated), displays their graphs
first, and leave it as an option to view other friends’ graphs
if necessary.

The reciprocity of communication from user Ui to another
user Uj at a time window τ can be calculated as shown in
Eq. 3, where i → j, i ← j, i ↔ j, and i = j mean oneway communication from i, one-way communication from j,
reciprocal communication, and no communication, respectively. By calculating in both directions (i.e., from Ui to
Uj and from Uj to Ui ), we identify one-way communication
during that time window. Note that we define the threshold
T h of one-wayness based on some observed amount of data
(where 0 < T h < 0.5).
 i = j if F (U , U , τ ) + F (U , U , τ ) = 0
i
j
j
i


F (Ui ,Uj ,τ )
 i → j if
≥ 1 − Th
F (Ui ,Uj ,τ )+F (Uj ,Ui ,τ )
O(Ui , Uj , τ ) =
F (Ui ,Uj ,τ )


 i ← j if F (Ui ,Uj ,τ )+F (Uj ,Ui ,τ ) ≤ T h
i ↔ j otherwise
(3)
The RelationGram labels the relationship status (e.g., classmates, family, etc.) between the inviter and the mutual
friends, and this relationship label is assigned by the common friend. As a result, the inviter has no control over the
relationship label.
The RelationGram also labels the composition of online
and offline communication frequencies, where online communication may include email exchange, OSN conversation,
etc., and offline communication may include phone conversation, physical interaction, etc. With these labels, a user
can infer tie strength. For example, from Figure 4, Alice
can infer that Bob, who is a classmate, has known David
for the past four years and their frequency of communication has been decreasing such that Bob no longer interacts
frequently with David compared to his other friends. On
the other hand, Alice can see that Carol, who is currently in
a relationship with David, has known him for about two
years and she has been communicating on average more
frequently with him than with her other friends. Furthermore, the “100% on-line” labels will help indicate individuals
who have only established a relationship over purely online
means, such as Bob and David’s recent interactions in Figure 4. As a result, Alice may be able to infer, with higher
confidence, that Carol’s graph indicates a strong tie with
David with both online and offline interactions.
This RelationGram also captures the recency of communication as follows: the x-axis to the right represents a recent
time span compared to the left side. For example, Figure 4
confirms that David has communicated with Carol more recently (last month) than with Bob (2 months ago).
The reciprocity of communication is visualized with variations of coloring schemes for each dot. A fully colored dot
would represent that two people communicate reciprocally.
For example, both Carol and David have initiated and responded to each other last year, 7 months ago, 4 months
ago, and last month. If the dot is only colored in half, only
one side has tried to interact without any response from
the other party. For example, 2 years ago, David initiated
the communication with Carol (in which case she did not
respond), but 2 months ago, it was the other way around.
The existence of more than one mutual friend is depicted
by the number of graphs in the same plot. In this case,
Alice can infer that two of her friends are also friends with
David. A concern is that a large number of mutual friends
would clutter the image such that Alice may not be able

3.3

Security & Privacy Discussion

Inflation attack. Unfortunately, each parameter by itself
may be insufficient to indicate the social tie strength. Indeed, some parameters may be subject to “inflation”: one
party can increase the value of the parameter arbitrarily
without the other party’s agreement. For example, frequency of communication by itself is inflatable, simply by
sending SMS messages or posting notes on OSNs. The same
holds for the recency of communication by sending SMS
messages recently. Hence, the visual representation of a single parameter may not be a sufficiently robust indicator for
determining tie strength. On the other hand, the combination of five parameters makes tie-strength manipulation
more challenging and apparent. Finally, such inflation attacks are only powerful if they occur over a long time period,
further compounding the attack complexity.
Collusion attack. The RelationGram purposely displays
the graphs of socially-accountable people to Alice to mitigate
colluding attacks; David can collude with his best friends
(with whom Alice may not be close) and generate graphs
portraying strong ties. However, such graphs are meaningless to Alice since she may not trust David’s close friends.
Privacy and security trade-offs. Alice’s friends may
feel uncomfortable to reveal the graphs depicting their tie
strength with David for privacy reasons. Thus, we entrust
full disclosure control to users such that users themselves can
decide to either reveal or protect their own graphs depicting their interactions with a particular set of friends. Those
friends of Alice who decide to reveal their RelationGrams,
however, may be able to mutually strengthen their friend
relations with David since their decision helps David initiate a new social relationship with Alice. Similarly, we can
let users decide whether to reveal or protect their relationship status (e.g., classmate, significant other, etc.). Hence,
if Bob does not want to disclose to Alice that he is a classmate of David, Bob can simply select a benign label, such
as “acquaintance.”
Note that disclosing the graphs mutually benefits each
other as it can strengthen their friendship (i.e., a user has
an incentive to help the other party since the other party’s
graph also helps the user build new relationships). Our
approach is thus incentive-compatible as everyone benefits
from participation. However, concealing the graph does not
necessarily imply weak tie strength as a relationship may be
privacy-sensitive.
We do not recommend users to apply only a minimal set
of communication channels (e.g., email only for online interactions) for generating graphs since RelationGrams may
provide misleading tie-strength information. For example,
Bob and David may have long phone conversations but few
email exchanges, in which case only showing online interactions may mislead Alice to deduce that Bob and David
may not be close friends. However, when users decide to
share their RelationGrams with their friends, the privacy
leakage from RelationGrams is minimal as the data is aggregated and normalized (i.e., RelationGrams do not reveal
exact values); hence, users benefit by strengthening friendship at the price of minimal, controlled privacy leakage. In
case users are worried about showing the increase and de-
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accepting friend invitations. (We put details of the study
setting and results in Appendix A). Among 122 participants, 92% indicated prior encounter as an important criterion before accepting friend requests. Consequently, people
can easily authenticate the inviters whom they met previously and exchanged public keys with.
Scenario 2: friend of a friend. Existence of mutual
friends is a well-known factor for determining tie strength
as studied in social science [35]. Our formative study supports this fact as 76% of 122 participants indicated common
friends as an important feature when they accept an online friend invitation (see details in Appendix A). In case
there are no previously exchanged or authenticated public
keys, we leverage identity authentication based on mutual
friends. The challenge with this approach is to prevent online impersonation attacks. Considering the model we discuss in Section 2.1, we briefly revisit the steps required for
Alice to validate David’s friendship invitation, considering
the RelationGram in Figure 3. Since Alice has no prior
knowledge of David’s public key, Alice can evaluate it based
on the information she gathers from Carol who is a friend
of both Alice and David and who already shares her public
key with them. To help Alice make the right decision, Carol
can endorse the information by digitally signing the parameters representing her tie strength with David, and grant him
the right to present the visual graph of their tie strength
to Alice. Alice can authenticate such evidence by validating Carol’s digital signature. Based on how much Carol is
socially accountable to Alice and the tie strength as shown
on the RelationGram, Alice can make sound judgment on
authenticating David’s online identity.
Scenario 3: no mutual friends. There may be situations when Alice has not exchanged or authenticated David’s
public key or there are no mutual friends between Alice and
David. For example, David meets a new group of people
but forgets to exchange authenticating information, or he
just joined Facebook, having no friends yet. Authenticating
David in this case requires a different type of approach; for
example, exchanged emails, phone conversations, along with
physical proximity measurements from smartphones may be
combined to help Alice authenticate David. This problem,
however, is outside the scope of this paper because our solution relies on the accountability arising from physical encounters, which does not exist in this scenario.
Discussion. We have designed a protocol to securely authenticate users who meet in person, and implemented it
on the Android platform. Since several protocols for local
authenticated exchange already exist to handle Scenario 1
(e.g., [30, 38]), we focus in this paper on Scenario 2, and
leave Scenario 3 for future work.
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Figure 5: A variation of Figure 4 for enhanced privacy protection. This RelationGram only shows whether the frequency of
interaction is above, on, or below average.
crease of the communication frequency values, such details
can be simplified to show only 3 frequency values: above-,
on-, or below-average, as shown in Figure 5.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the RelationGram displays
Alice’s best friends first, and privacy can be further preserved by removing the name labels on the RelationGram,
as shown in Figure 5. As a result, Alice may not easily
determine which of the two graphs is Carol’s. A trade-off,
however, would be when the displayed graphs are not consistent; two graphs on Figure 5 present conflicting information, where the red graph shows diminishing communication
frequency values while the blue graph shows above-average
communication frequency values. As a result, lack of the
mutual friends’ names in such a case prevents Alice from
making informed decision in case Alice generally favors Bob
more than Carol for accepting invitations.
Another approach would be to apply differential privacy
with appropriately chosen random noise to communication
frequency values [11], and techniques such as constrained inference can be applied to significantly improve the accuracy
of the differential privacy outputs [20]. We leave a more
detailed privacy analysis as future work.

4. Authentication Scenarios
In this section, we present a high-level overview of our
approach to help users authenticate online identities with
the proposed visualization of tie strength. In the context of
online friend requests, there are three possible scenarios:
1. The user has directly met the requester (physical encounter),
2. The user has not directly met the requester, but there
is at least one mutual friend between the user and the
requester (friend of a friend),
3. The user neither has met nor has any mutual friends
with the requester (no mutual friends).

5.

Scenario 1: physical encounter. We assume that given
two users who have directly met in person, they have exchanged each others’ public keys such that it is trivial to authenticate another party given their public key. Many mechanisms already exist to exchange public keys among people
who meet in person: Resurrecting Duckling [38], Seeing-isBelieving [30], or physically exchanging the hash of the key
on a business card. After physically meeting and actively
exchanging public keys, each party can leverage trust in the
received key of the other party to authenticate subsequent
messages.
This approach can be applied to OSNs to authenticate
friend invitations. We conducted a formative study to understand what evidence OSN users consider important for

Authenticating Online Friend Inviters

We illustrate how online friend invitations can be verified
such that OSN users can authenticate online identities of
others. We introduce Indirect Friend Authentication (IFA)
for Scenario 2 where the inviter is a friend of a friend.
For this application context, we assume that people use
smartphones for communication, as a greater number of
smartphones are being sold.3 Using smartphones, we further
assume that every user can generate a public-private key
pair, measure the parameters to represent tie strength, and
3

As of March 2012, 50.4% of all mobile consumers in
the U.S. own smartphones (http://blog.nielsen.com/
nielsenwire/?p=31688).
5

automatically communicate with cloud application providers.
Cloud application providers may be similar to Google which
provides a backup service for contact information on phones,
and we trust them for the availability of user information.
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5.1 Indirect Friend Authentication
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Our cautious OSN member Alice receives an invitation
from someone named David, and this invitation indicates
that they have two mutual friends: Bob and Carol.
Our Indirect Friend Authentication (IFA) protocol helps
Alice authenticate David by leveraging two mutual friends.
In a nutshell, the IFA protocol presents evidence that reflects the interpersonal tie strength between Alice’s friend(s)
and David in a RelationGram as explained in Section 3.
Based on the visual evidence and the strength of social ties
with her friends, Alice can make sound judgment on accepting or rejecting David’s invitation.
Evidence Generation. Bob and David mutually agree to
disclose the information that reflects their social proximity
(i.e., reciprocity, recency, frequency of communication, and
length of the relationship), and so do Carol and David.4
Different ways exist to gather information to represent these
parameters. For example, David’s and Bob’s phones can automatically detect and record the duration of a meeting, the
call history between them, exchanged SMS text messages,
Facebook posts, etc. Furthermore, the OSNs can analyze
the information about their online message exchanging behavior, the photos in which both are tagged together, etc.
Note that these are the optional features that users opt-in
for usage and those with privacy concerns may decline to
use our protocols. When all the information representing
tie strength is properly gathered on Bob’s phone, it would
−1
sign (using KB
) the visual graph of their tie strength from
Bob’s perspective, sign David’s public key, and hand it over
to David. (Under Bob’s permission, this process is transparent to Bob.) Carol does the same for David. Thanks
to Bob’s and Carol’s release of the visual graphs, David has
the evidence implying his social relations with Alice’s friends
and he inserts the graphs into the invitation.
Evidence Verification. When Alice receives the invitation from David, she has an option to see the RelationGram
to determine how strong the social ties between David and
her friends are. If the number of mutual friends is big (e.g.,
over 5), the IFA protocol determines Alice’s best friends
among all mutual friends and displays the visual graphs of
the best few friends initially, but Alice can also check her
other friends’ graphs if she believes that their graphs would
help her make a better decision. In this example, Alice has
only two mutual friends so she can see both graphs in a single plot. Alice first verifies Bob’s signed graph and David’s
public key using Bob’s public key that she can retrieve from
her own phone or from the cloud application provider. She
also verifies Carol’s graph in the same manner. When Alice
successfully authenticates that the graphs are generated by
her real, trustworthy friends (e.g., by verifying their digital
signatures), she may decide to accept or reject David’s invitation based on his strength of social ties with her friends.
However, it is possible that the authentication fails or the
graphs do not convey strong ties, possibly due to some abnormal interaction conditions (e.g., Bob could have recently
relocated, reducing his interaction frequency with David and
limiting the communication medium to Facebook only). We
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Figure 6: A RelationGram indicating unauthenticated relationships. Graph (a) shows minimal online-only communication between Bob and David. Graph (b) has high traffic with David but
only in online communications.
emphasize that the visualization is one type of available evidence for users to make better tie strength evaluation, and
the IFA protocol recommends Alice to gather other evidence
before accepting David’s invitation.

5.2

Security Analysis of IFA

We analyze how the IFA protocol mitigates the adversary
models as described in Section 2.4. Recall from our example
in Figure 3 that Alice and Bob met in person and exchanged
public keys, and Bob and Carol are Alice’s and David’s common friends. We now show how the IFA protocol prevents
Alice from accidentally accepting David’s invitation crafted
by Mallory launching impersonation, collusion, and Sybil
attacks.
Impersonation Attack. Mallory can impersonate David
by creating a bogus account using his information. Since
the IFA protocol recommends Alice to leverage her trustworthy friends for tie strength evaluation, Mallory needs to
have them as her friends. In essence, Mallory would need
to convince some of Alice’s real friends to accept her invitation. Some of Alice’s friends (e.g., Bob) may be easygoing in
terms of accepting friend invitations. Note that even if Bob
is already a friend of David, Mallory can claim that David
is creating an alias account. If Bob and David are close
friends, Bob would verify David’s invitation in other ways
(e.g., in person or by phone), in which case Bob can easily recognize that Mallory’s invitation is bogus and rejects
such an invitation. On the other hand, if they are not close,
Bob may end up accepting Mallory’s invitation. However,
Bob is unlikely to endorse a visualization or public key with
his own signature because of his social accountability as discussed in Section 2. In the unlikely event that Bob endorses
the relationship, the weak evidence of Mallory would deter
Alice, as Bob would rarely communicate with Mallory and
his graph may be similar to graph (a) in Figure 6. In the
worst case, Bob could have communicated frequently with
Mallory recently and reciprocally showing a graph similar
to graph (b) in Figure 6. On the other hand, unless Bob
meets David in person or communicates on the phone to
authenticate David, Bob’s graph would indicate that all the
communication is purely based on online messages, and Alice can infer that she should thus not anchor strong trust in
Bob’s graph. As a result, cautious Alice is unlikely to accept David’s invitation. Furthermore, even if many of Alice’s
friends accept Mallory’s invitation, their graphs would not
imply strong evidence to bind Mallory’s identity to David.
In order to successfully attack Alice, Mallory needs the

4

As explained in Section 3.3, disclosing the graphs mutually benefit each other, but undisclosing does not necessarily imply weak tie
strength as a user can be privacy-sensitive.
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evidence of tie strength and endorsement by Alice’s trusted
friend(s). Hence, tie-strength inflation among attackers is
meaningless.
Collusion Attack. In order to convince a legitimate user
to accept invitations from fake online identities, two or more
attackers may collaborate to inflate each other’s tie strength.
For instance, Mallory can collude with another attacker Oscar and artificially generate a visual graph indicating strong
trust relations. Unless Oscar is Alice’s trusted friend whose
graph she would rely on, their collusion to elevate tie strength
is meaningless since Alice would ignore the graph.
Sybil Attack. Unlike the above two attacks, a Sybil attacker may create multiple virtual online identities that do
not represent real people [8]. A victim may establish a
friend relation with an attacker who has multiple stronglytied Sybil identities as his friends.
Mallory can create multiple Sybil identities, generate strong
tie relations with them, and attempt to deceive Alice. Unless
Mallory’s Sybil identities are friends with Alice (e.g., using
impersonation attack which fails), the IFA protocol will not
reveal any RelationGrams and Mallory’s Sybil attack has no
effect on Alice.

Figure 8: A snapshot of a RelationGram on Facebook. This
application allows users to visually verify the tie strength between
their best friends and inviters.
retrieve posts and comments on their walls.
When a user invokes “Do I Really Know You?”, it gets
a token which enables this application to access the Facebook database on behalf of the user. The application then
queries the database according to the user’s policy. First,
the application retrieves a list of pending friend invitations
(via Facebook’s notifications.get API). With at least one invitation, the application queries information about the inviter and the mutual friends (via friends.getMutualFriends).
Then, the application retrieves a stream of wall information
(via stream.get query with limit=0 as a parameter).
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we do not explore how to
automatically infer close friends of a user. Instead, when
there are more than three mutual friends, this application
requests the user to select the “best” friends with whom he
wants to infer the inviter’s tie strengths. Based on the comments from the selected mutual friend’s Facebook wall, this
application calculates the number of comments between each
mutual friend and the inviter.5
Finally, the application plots the interaction frequency in
a RelationGram on the web browser. Figure 8 is a snapshot of the tie strength visualization using this Facebook
application.
Evaluation. We conducted an online user study to verify how much OSN users understand tie strengths between
their own friends and the invitation senders and whether
our visual approach provided more convincing evidence to
accept/reject invitations compared to the current OSN approaches. We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) where
each participant was rewarded with $1.00 for completing the
survey. Instead of inviting local people around the university
for a lab-based study, we observe that MTurk workers provide a more diverse pool of participants [5, 25]. As a result,
well-designed MTurk tasks provide high-quality user-study
data [5, 9, 25, 39]. We followed common HCI methodologies
for running MTurk studies as Kittur et al. [25] and Downs
et al. [9] suggest. Based on the MTurk demographics [32],
we set the location restriction flag on MTurk to invite only
users located within the U.S. and reduce issues of internationalization.
Among 100 total participants, 93 were eligible for our
analysis since 7 participants did not meet our requirements
as they either 1) provided contradicting answers to rephrased
questions, 2) ignored our instructions, or 3) did not agree to

6. Implementation & Evaluation
We have implemented the IFA protocol in the context of
Facebook friend invitations.Figure 7 shows the architecture
and the flow of our protocol to validate Facebook friend
invitations. Next, we delineate the Facebook application
that we have implemented based on the IFA protocol called
“Do I Really Know You?” and the online user study result.
Our Facebook web application called “Do I Really Know
You?” is an integrated web application such that 1) users
can access their friend’s invitations and present visualizations in a seamless manner, and 2) the visualizations can be
displayed on any smart phone with a web browser.
Do I Really Know You? We have implemented our application using three types of APIs that Facebook provides:
GraphAPI, OldREST API, and Facebook Query Language
(FQL). This application requests users to grant access to

Facebook Application

Facebook Online Social Network

(4) Launch Application

Carol

(5) Trust Evidence Gathering

Bob

(6) Trust Visualization

Carol

Bob

Carol
Bob
(1) Key Exchange

(3) Request for Information

(2) Friend Invitation
David

Alice

Figure 7: Architecture of IFA protocol on Facebook. This diagram illustrates the process of IFA on Facebook as follows: (1)
Alice exchanges keys with her friends Bob and Carol. (2) David
wants to be Alice’s friend. (3) Alice requests a RelationGram. (4)
Facebook launches our application. (5) Our application obtains RelationGrams from Alice’s friends after endorsement. (6) The application returns the endorsed RelationGram to Alice. (7) Alice verifies the tie strength between David and her friends (Bob and Carol)
using the endorsed RelationGram.
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We only focus on the Facebook communication in this implementation. It is our future work to extend and include various communication methods as mentioned in Section 3.2.
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run the “Do I Really Know You?” application on their Facebook pages.
Demographics. For the qualifying 93 participants, 47.3%
identified themselves as males and 52.7% identified themselves as females. In terms of the age, 12.9% were in the age
range of 18–20, 52.7% were in the range of 21–30, 20.4% were
in the range of 31–40, and 14% were at least 41 years old.
The majority of people (80.6%) indicated to spend at most
10 hours on Facebook per week, and 12.9% would spend 11–
20 hours per week. There were 6.5% participants who spend
at least 21 hours per week. Among those 93 participants,
80.6% had at least one pending friend request when they
participated.
We asked the participants to download our “Do I Really
Know You?” application on their Facebook pages and try
it for at least 3 times with either currently pending friend
requesters or those who are already their friends but whom
they would like to visualize the tie strengths. After the third
usage, we provided a code that they can enter on the MTurk
page such that we can validate who ran the application as
instructed. We then asked them questions to evaluate our
application.
Sample questions. Sample questions that we asked are:

be willing to share the diagram with their close friends
and/or family members.
• Usability: 82.8% indicated that our application was manageable or easy to use. 88.2% found our visual evidence
to be useful and 83.8% expressed the likeliness to use our
application before confirming an invitation.
Participants provided positive feedback in acceptability:
given RelationGrams, 72.7% indicated that they would feel
secure to confirm only an intended person as their friend.

7.

Discussion and Future Work

While we have demonstrated that our system provides
useful real-world evidence to users for validation of online
properties, the system raises several issues that warrant further discussion.
A first question is how usable such a system would really
be, whether it would represent too much of a burden on
the user that negates its utility. Although further research
is needed, several points indicate that the burden would
be minimal. Existing systems could automatically collect
interaction information without burdening users, aggregating email, SMS, Google+, etc. exchanges. Smart phones
could also collect information about people we physically
meet, through the use of voice recognition or by detecting
the proximity of the other party’s smart phone. Generation of evidence, endorsement (i.e., digital signature), and
distribution to friends could also be automated. A minor
burden would be the configuration, where a user can decide
which tie strength visualizations to share with others. This
could occur through an opt-in process, where a user could
add friends whose tie-strength information can be shared.
Another important question is on incentives: would users
really have incentives to share their tie strength visualizations? In our user studies, it was clear that users seemed
eager to obtain such information to validate online invitations with confidence. Although further studies are needed,
we believe that people’s inherent altruism that explains Internet phenomenons such as Wikipedia would also encourage
users to share their tie strength visualizations, because little
burden is required on their part, and they can help their
friends to befriend each other with more safety.

• How understandable is this application?
• Would you accept a friend request if this application shows
that the requester has below-average/above-average/no
interaction with your friends?
• How easy was it to understand how close two people were
based on the graph?
• Do you think that this application provides a good indication for the strength of friendships between your friends
and a requester?
• How likely is it that you will use this application before
you confirm/reject a friend request?
• With this application, will you feel secure to add only an
intended person to your friend list?
Results. Participants provided promising feedback satisfying our desired properties as follows:
• Relevance: 84.9% of the participants indicated that they
were able to understand tie strength of people as shown
on the graphs. 84.9% expressed that our application with
a visualization illustrating five social parameters provided
a good indication of tie strength, and 82% indicated that
the graphs seemed to indicate correct tie strength information. We also asked them to evaluate the usefulness of
each parameter: 77.4% indicated that frequency of communication helps them make better decisions, 72% indicated recency of communication to be helpful, 80.7% indicated the existence of mutual friends to be helpful, 73.3%
indicated reciprocity to be helpful, and 75.3% indicated
length of the relationship to be helpful.
• Robustness: When we asked them if they would accept
an invitation if the visual graph of the inviter is placed below average or at zero communication frequency with their
friends, 90.3% responded that they would not accept the
invitation; 6.5% indicated that they would accept as long
as there are some mutual friends, and 3.2% would accept
regardless of the RelationGram. Hence, RelationGrams
can successfully protect users from accepting invitations
from potentially malicious strangers.
• Privacy: The participants liked that they were able to
discern which information they felt comfortable sharing
with others. For example, 81.5% indicated that they would

8.

Related Work

Social tie strength. Friend recommendation systems and
tie strength analyzers have been a popular research topic
for improving social media design elements. Gilbert and
Karahalios design a predictive model mapping social media
data to tie strength using multiple parameters, and their
model distinguishes strong and weak ties with over 85% accuracy [16]. However, their approach does not guarantee
to provide non-subjective assessment of tie strengths since
users can easily figure out their tie strength based on the accessibility of private information. Based on their findings of
factors affecting tie strength, we develop visualizations and
test how they influence online identity authentication.
Researchers have analyzed if the existence of friendship
links are valid indicators of user interactions in OSNs. Based
on the study using the Facebook [41] and Twitter [22] data,
the authors show that user interactions in OSNs significantly
deviate from the social link patterns. Wilson et al. also propose an interaction graph that can better represent the actual user interactions based on the reciprocity of OSN communications [41]. Unlike their graph which solely considers
OSN interactions, we propose that tie strength is derived
8

based on both online and physical interactions.
Security for social network sites. Researchers have investigated the feasibility of launching identity theft attacks
on OSNs. Experiments demonstrate the ease of crawling
personal information of real OSN users by creating a phony
profile and exploiting how users would confirm the friend
request [1], even despite some purposely left clues of the inviter’s fictitious identity [33]. Hamiel and Moyer exploit an
identity theft attack by impersonating a high-profile security expert with publicly available personal information and
demonstrate that the forged profile received many friend requests, even from the immediate family member of the target [19]. Bilge et al. extend this work by automating the impersonation of the existing user profiles and sending requests
to the victims’ contacts, successfully crawling personal information of the contacts [2]. All these works emphasize the
importance of authenticating the online identities to minimize the exposure of personal information to attackers.
Net Trust is a trust evaluation system that enables a
user to make educated decisions about websites based on
the implicit and explicit ratings from the social networks
and providers [7]. We doubt the robustness of social network topology information, as various recent attacks confirm [1, 2, 19, 33]. Thus, we propose tie strength indicators
that are more robust than social network topology.
Secure associations of user identities and public keys.
PGP [42] proposes a “web of trust” to associate public keys
with individuals. Unfortunately, long trust chains and the
distrust revelation problem hampers its usefulness, because
users overclaim trust relations as the information is publicly
visible. Moreover, PGP only considers endorsement withoutevidence, hampering its power and usefulness.
User authentication based on the social network information has been an emerging research area. Brainard et al.
develop a vouching system using human-mediated authentication for access control in situations where primary authenticators become unavailable [4]. From the backup authentication mechanism that allows previously-appointed trustees
to provide account recovery code, Schecher et al. reveal two
problems: people forget whom they choose as trustees and
many trustees would reveal authentication codes to a close
friend [34].
Evaluating the credibility of online identities using social networks has also been studied by Sirivianos et al. [37].
Their approach relies on two aspects: trust metric computation based on the tag values that friends assign to a user’s
identity, and the credentials on the trust metric by an OSN.
Garris et al. also apply web of trust for spam filters with zero
false positives [15]. Their whitelisting system exploits friendof-friend relationships among email correspondents and populates whitelists automatically with cryptographic private
matching techniques to preserve the privacy of email contacts. However, these systems rely on the robustness of the
social network topology, which is questionable unless approaches that we suggest are adopted.

this dilemma. Friendship invitations become authenticated,
thereby thwarting impersonation and deception. We expect
that user actions would become substantially safer in online social networks if deterrence against deception based on
social accountability would be supported.
Our online identity authentication system implements a
simple identity authentication logic in a visually compelling
manner that is consistent with mental models derived from
real-life experience. That is, it enables a casual user to authenticate online identities in a safe and easy-to-use manner.
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9. Conclusion
Online user behavior is faced with an uncomfortable tradeoff: should we really accept unauthenticated friends’ invitations that might represent impersonation attempts to deceive; or should we deny them at the cost of losing potentially valuable relationships and become socially isolated?
Currently, there is no secure and usable mechanism that
would enable us to resolve this dilemma.
Our online identity authentication model helps to resolve
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Table 1: Survey results of importance of different features for accepting/rejecting a friend invitation.
Not imporNot
Somewhat
Very
tant at all
important Indifferent important important
You met the inviter before.
0.8%
0.8%
6.6%
20.5%
71.3%
There are 10 common friends.
9.8%
5.7%
8.2%
44.3%
32.0%
You and the inviter attend(ed) the same school.
5.7%
10.7%
14.8%
48.4%
20.5%
You see the photo of the inviter.
6.6%
4.1%
9.0%
32.0%
48.4%
Your good friend has known the inviter for at least 2 years.
8.2%
9.0%
23.8%
34.4%
24.6%
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[27]

[28]

[29]

[30]

[31]

[32]

[33]
[34]
[35]

[36]
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[39]

[40]

[41]

[42]

Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

users using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), where each
participant was rewarded $1.00 for completing the survey.
We were able to analyze results from 122 participants after
eliminating careless participants as follows: 1) we were able
to filter out those who would not qualify for the study (e.g.,
a participant who spends 0 hours on Facebook, etc.), 2) we
were able to detect careless participants who provided contradicting answers to some questions that we purposefully
asked multiple times with different wordings, 3) we were
able to detect those who would add accept an invitation
from a stranger, and 4) we measured the duration of their
participation to eliminate those who finished the study too
quickly. For demographics, 61% were females and 40% were
males, all from the U.S. with the average age of 25 years old
(standard deviation = 7.32).
Here are some questions that we asked and the corresponding responses:
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• Do you currently have any pending invitations that you
have neither accepted nor rejected for over a week? (47%
currently had pending invitations.)
• How much do you mind if a stranger can see the details
of your account? (67.5% answered to care a lot, 28.5%
answered to mind somewhat, and 4.1% answered not to
mind.)
• Have you ever rejected or ignored a friend invitation on
Facebook? (92.7% have rejected/ignored invitations and
3.3% answered that they were not sure.)
• When you receive friend invitations, how often do you
check their Facebook pages before accepting/rejecting/ignoring the invitation? (56.1% answered to check very often, 20.3% answered to check somewhat often, 15.4% answered to check sometimes, and 8.2% answered to check
rarely.)
• What feature(s) do you check before you accept/reject
a Facebook friend invitation? (The main features that
the participants check the most were the inviter’s name
(86.2%), common friends (85.4%), and the picture of the
inviter (65%).)
• Do you care how many friends you have on Facebook?
(82.1% answered not to care, 8.9% answered to care, and
8.9% answered that they may care.)
• Do you currently have a stranger in your Facebook friends
list? (100% answered no.)
• How important is each feature when you make a decision
on accepting/rejecting a friend invitation? (Answer is in
Table 9.)

APPENDIX
A. Formative Study

Based on this user study, we were able to confirm that
users consider 1) physical prior encounter, and 2) common
friends as important features before they accept friend invitations, and our approach leverages these two features to
help OSN users establish trust relations with confidence.

Our goal for this formative study was to understand the
criteria that OSN users consider important for accepting online friend invitations. We recruited 130 active Facebook
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